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Categories and Subject Descriptors
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Multiagent systems

General Terms
Performance, Experimentation, Algorithms
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Finish()

SendResults()

INTRODUCTION

Group buying is a natural application domain for research on
coalition formation. Finding a Pareto-optimal partition (no other
partition gives more to a consumer without giving less to another
one) of the set of consumers in buying groups is equivalent to the
generation of exact set covers known to be N P-hard [1]. Since humans have difficulties in finding Pareto-optimal deals in reasonably
complex situations, the use of software agents is justified. In this
short paper, an investigation on the computational and economic
performances of software agents in non-transferable payoff coalition formation (the general and less studied case) applied to group
buying is conducted.

2.

Yes

FindSolution()

OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOCOL

In the developed coalition formation protocol shown in figure 1,
consumers tell their agent the type of product they want as well as
their preferences over the possible instances of the choosen product
type. Agents are then able to find a buyers’ group which suits their
consumer’s preferences. The number of possible buying groups for
N agents and P products is (2N − 1) × P which is a large number
even for a limited number of agents and products. By restricting
the number of units each agent can buy to only one, the quantity of
buying groups to be considered by the agents is reduced to N × P
because all groups buying the same product instance with the same
number of members, buy the same number of units and therefore,
pay the same unit price. In the protocol of figure 1, agents send
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Figure 1: Coalition formation protocol followed by all agents.

the most preferred buying group of their customer not already proposed in each proposal round until there is a partition of the set of
customers among the buying groups created by the proposals.
When all consumer agents have given their proposal for a given
round, the grouping agent tries to find buying groups that were created with the operation WriteProposal(). A buying group is created when the number of consumer agents that proposed it is at least
as high as the number of members of the proposed buying group.
For a particular group of 10 consumers, if only 9 consumer agents
propose it, then it is not created. But if a tenth consumer agent propose that group, it becomes effective. This process is equivalent to
the generation of K-subsets of a N -set which is a combinatorial
problem [3]. It consists in giving all subsets of K elements from a
set of N elements. We used a successor algorithm [3] that takes as
input a valid subset and gives as output the next subset in the lexicographic order. Having the first subset in this order and recursively
calling this algorithm, we can generate all valid subsets. Buying
groups created in a round are stored in memory for consideration
in later rounds.
If new buying groups become effective in a proposal round, the
grouping agent tries to find a partition of the set of consumer agents
that were ready to propose among all the effective buying groups
created since the beginning of the protocol with the FindSolution()
operation. This problem is equivalent to the generation of exact set
covers which is known to be N P-hard [1]. We used a backtracking algorithm [2] that takes advantage of an heuristic to efficiently
prune the search tree to find and generate partitions. Since every
agent is obligated to have a buying group in which it buys alone
a product, the partition consisting in every such buying groups is
a solution that the backtracking algorithm will eventually find and
thus, the protocol always terminates given sufficient time and memory space.
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Figure 3: Economic performances.
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Figure 2: Computational performances.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We tested the protocol of figure 1 on a Pentium 4 with 1.4 GHz
processor, 256 Meg of RAM of which 130 Meg was dedicated to
the execution of the protocol. Our protocol has been developed using Java JDK 1.4 and Jack 3.5, a framework for programming software agents. We have precisely executed the protocol a thousand
times for each number of agents – quantity of products couple (a
thousand times of 2 agents with 2 available products for example)
with random preferences for the agents and always the same list
of available products with their price schedule. Each of the 5 times
we executed the protocol for the case of 20 agents and 2 products,
the program went out of memory (even with 130 Meg of available memory). So we consider the case with 20 agents to be the
limit of the protocol on the fore-mentioned computer platform and
focus our attention on the cases with 15 agents or less. After the
evaluation was completed, we have run the protocol on a different
platform having more memory but less processing speed. With 450
Meg of dedicated memory this time, we had enough memory for
20 agents but not for 25 agents.
The graphic to the left of figure 2 demonstrates the mean time (in
milliseconds) of the 1000 executions of the protocol for each couple between the moment the grouping agent sends information to
registered consumer agents to the time it sends the solution to them.
The exact set cover generation problem makes the worst case execution time complexity of the whole protocol to be more than polynomial. As expected, the execution time increases with the quantity
of available product but it remains sublinear on a logarithmic scale
meaning that the average complexity is less than exponential for
the studied range (2 to 15 agents). This result is a little surprising
due to the presence of two combinatorial problems (generation of
K-subsets of a N -set and generation of exact set covers). We can
explain this by the incentive of being a lot in a buying group in
order to benefit from a price reduction which pushes agents to aggregate quickly and by the fact that the list of proposals of each
agent is bounded to individually rational buying groups thus limiting greatly the number of proposal rounds.
The graphic to the right of figure 2 demonstrates the mean quantity of memory used (in nodes which are the data structure representing an agent in an effective buying group) of the 1000 executions of the protocol for each agents-products couple. The generation of K-subsets of a N -set problem makes the worst case memory requirement complexity of the whole protocol to be more than
polynomial because the number of K-subsets of a N -set increases
exponentially with N increasing for a constant K. Surprisingly, a
greater quantity of available products leads to less used memory.
This comes from the ratio of agents to products. The greater this
ratio is, the more dense the agents are in the products space and the
more likely they are of forming buying groups stored in memory.
This is the reason why the case of 20 agents and 2 products (a ratio
of 20/2 = 10) exceeds the memory capacity of the test platform.

The case of 20 agents and 100 products used much less memory but
we cannot assure that it would not become a case of 20 agents and
2 products if all the agents decide that the same 98 products of the
100 are inadmissible (reserve price exceeded or inadmissible value
for an attribute). The cases with 2 products and a number of agents
between 2 and 5 used practically no memory because the formed
buying groups were already partitions of the set of consumers and
therefore, included all consumers. The protocol did not store these
groups in memory for later use because it terminated after finding
these partitions.
The graphic to the left of figure 3 shows the percentage (over a
thousand executions for each “number of agents – quantity of available products” couple) of change in the behaviour of the consumers
participating in the protocol in relation to the normal habit of buying the most preferred product alone at the local store. A change
of behaviour occurs in two situations : the consumer buys his preferred product at a lower price than the one paid for one unit or he
buys another product. We can see in the graphic to the left of figure 3 that with fewer products, the proposed protocol has a better
chance of changing the behaviour of the consumers. With a fixed
number of products, this graphic shows also that with more consumers agent, there is an increase in the percentage of consumers
changing their behaviour for three of the four different quantities
of products. The cases with 2 products had already the maximum
(100%) of behaviour change. We explain both observations by the
fact that they are more dense in the space of possible products and
it is easier to aggregate in buying group and change that way their
behaviour.
There is only two types of change of behaviour and therefore,
their percentages complement themselves to 100%. So we only
show the percentage of consumers that change behaviour by buying
the same product they would have bought alone but at a lower price
in the graphic to the right of figure 3. This graphic shows that only
the number of available products influences the type of change of
consumers’ behaviour. When there is a little choice of products, few
products will be in the preferences’ list of consumers because some
of the buying group for those products will be considered nonindividually rationals and not proposed by the consumer agents.
So consumer agents will regroup with others having the same preferred product. But if there is a huge choice of products, although
some buying groups will still be non-individually rationals, there
will be enough buying groups with different products left to create
margin for consumer agents to join groups buying another product
than the one their consumer would have bought alone.
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